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Delectable Choc-tails 
If Kisses aren’t enough for you,  
try a chocolate libation 

By Lisa Lance 
 
As Valentine’s Day approaches, thoughts turn 
to romance. Champagne, strawberries, a dozen 
long-stemmed roses…the most romantic day of 
the year calls for indulgence. And what could be 
more indulgent than chocolate? If you’d like to 
fill your romantic dinner with chocolate from 
start to finish, or if you just can’t decide between dessert and a drink, have the 
best of both and order a chocolate cocktail.  
 
Sound odd? Chocolate and alcohol is actually a traditional pairing, but the 
modern version of the old combo is rapidly gaining popularity as both a before- 
and after-dinner drink. Common ingredients in chocolate cocktails are flavored 
vodkas, crème de cacao, Kahlua and Irish crème – all flavors that play well off 
chocolate’s slight bitterness.  
 
“A lot of times people don’t know what to expect,” said David Bailey, owner of 
Baileys’ Chocolate Bar. “They think ‘milk chocolate’ and ask for a chocolate 
martini. Then we give them our menu.” The menu at Baileys’ features 15 different 
chocolate martinis, four kinds of hot chocolate and a selection of beers - 
including beer brewed with chocolate.  
 
Bailey believes the quality of the chocolate in his drinks makes all the difference, 
and he said the ingredients used at the Chocolate Bar are all of very high quality. 
He uses Mozart liqueurs, which contain real cream and dark chocolate from 
Belgium; high-quality cocoa powder; and chocolate with a high percentage of 
cocoa solids and cocoa butter. This higher percentage means the chocolate has 
fewer fillers or additives and is a higher caliber than your average candy bar.  
 
The cocktails are made primarily with chocolate vodka, as Bailey thinks vanilla 
vodka gives an artificial taste. “In my opinion,” he said, “you want to stay away 
from the drinks being too sweet.” He said dark chocolate takes on flavors very 
well and works nicely with raspberry or nutty drinks. 
 
All the drink recipes at the Chocolate Bar were developed by Bailey, and the 
range of tastes is wide and varied. The menu lists everything from the Sexual (a 
mix of Irish crème, spicy vodka and chocolate liqueurs), to the Mexican (tequila, 
Kahlua and dark chocolate), to the sweet White Chocolate Raspberry. The bar’s 
Signature chocolate martini is served hot or cold. For a non-alcoholic option, try 

 



one of the menu’s hot chocolates, which Bailey said sell very well, especially in 
winter.  
 
A bit further West, Aqua Vin in Chesterfield hosts a Chocolate Fountain Happy 
Hour every Thursday and Friday from 4 to 7 p.m. The happy chocolate cocktail 
specials accompanied by chocolate fondue pots with fresh fruit and cookies for 
dipping. Former bartender Chris Whitworth described the drinks as “candy with a 
kick” and said the restaurant has had a great response to the event. “Everybody 
who comes in loves it,” he said. While Aqua Vin’s regular menu lists both dark 
chocolate and white chocolate martinis, the happy hour menu is expanded to 
include Chocolate Covered Banana, Chocolate Covered Strawberry, Chocolate 
Covered Cherry and Peppermint Patty martinis. 
 
 Sasi Thai Bistro in O’Fallon, Mo., lists three chocolate martinis on its menu: the 
Chocolate Fun-Tini and the White Chocolate and Double Fudge martinis. The 
Double Fudge martini contains chocolate vodka, Kahlua and Godiva chocolate 
liqueur. The inside of the glass is rimmed with chocolate syrup, and then a rim of 
white chocolate syrup is added for contrast.   
 
Some other popular methods for presentation include rimming the glass with 
cocoa powder, sugar or hard-shell topping. The drinks at the Chocolate Bar are 
garnished with everything from chocolate sticks and strawberries to coffee beans 
and nuts.  
 
Many venues in St. Louis offer chocolate drinks; those mentioned here are just a 
few. Spicy or sweet, with fruit or dessert - however you enjoy them, chocolate 
cocktails can be a delicious beginning (or end) to any romantic evening.       


